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I. HANDLING CONTEXT-FREE WORDS 

Introductory notes 
As a rule the object of translation is not a list of separate lexical units but a 

coherent text in which the source language (SL) words make up an integral whole. 
Though each word in the language has its own meaning the actual information it 
conveys in a text depends, to a great extent, on its contextual environment. Gener-
ally speaking, the meaning of any word in the text cannot be understood and trans-
lated without due regard to the specific context in which it is actualized. Some 
words, however, are less sensitive to the contextual influence than others. There are 
words with definite meanings which are retained in most contexts and are relatively 
context-free. Context-free words are mainly found among proper and geographical 
names, titles of magazines and newspapers, names of various firms, organizations, 
ships and the like, as well as among technical terms used by experts in all fields of 
human endeavour. 

Context-free words usually have permanent equivalents in target language 
(TL), which in most cases, can be used in target text (TT). The translator is thus 
provided with reference points helping him to choose the appropriate translation 
variants. The permanent equivalents of context-free words are often formed by 
transcription (with possible elements of transliteration) or loan translations. 

Proper and geographical names are transcribed with TL letters, e.g.: Smith – 
Смит, John Fitzgerald Kennedy – Джон Фитцджеральд Кеннеди, Ontario – 
Онтарио, Downing Street – Даунинг-стрит.

The same is true about the titles of periodicals and the names of firms and 
corporations, e.g.: Life – "Лайф", General Motors Corporation – "Дженерал 
моторс корпорейшн", Harriman and Brothers – "Гарриман энд бразерс". 

Transcription is also used to reproduce in TL the names of ships, aircraft, 
missiles and pieces of military equipment: Queen Elizabeth – "Куин Елизабет", 
Spitfire – "Спитфайер", Hawk – "Хок". 

The rules of transcription have two minor exceptions. First, it is sometimes 
supplemented by elements of transliteration when SL letters are reproduced in TT 
instead of sounds. This technique is used with mute and double consonants between 
vowels or at the end of the word and with neutral vowels (Dorset-Дорсет, Bonners 
Ferry-Боннерс Ферри) as well as to preserve some elements of SL spelling so as to 
make the TL equivalent resemble some familiar pattern (the Hercules missle-
ракета "Геркулес", Columbia-Колумбия). Second, there are some traditional 
exeptions in rendering the names of historical personalities and geographical 
names, e.g.: Charles I-Карл I, James II-Яков II, Edinborough-Эдинбург.

Some geographical names are made up of common nouns and are translated 
word-for-word: the United States of America – Соединенные Штаты Америки,
the United Kingdom – Соединенное Королевство, the Rocky Mountains – 
Скалистые горы.
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If the name includes both a proper name and a common name, the former is 
transcribed while the latter is either translated or transcribed or both: the Atlantic 
Ocean – Атлантический океан, Kansas City – Канзас-сити, New Hampshire – 
Нью-Хемпшир, Firth of Clyde – залив Ферт-оф-Клайд.

Names of political parties, trade unions and similar bodies are usually trans-
lated word-for-word (with or without a change in the word-order): the Republican 
Party – республиканская партия, the United Automobile Workers Union – 
Объединенный профсоюз рабочих автомобильной промышленности, the Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation – Федеральное бюро расследований.

Terminological words are also relatively context-free though the context often 
helps to identify the specific field to which the term belongs. In the sentence "These 
rifles are provided with a new type of foresight", the context clearly shows that the mean-
ing of "foresight" is that of a military term and therefore all other meanings of the word 
can be disregarded. The context may also help to understand the meaning of the term in 
the text when it can denote more than one specific concept. For instance, in the US po-
litical terminology the term "state" can refer either to a national state or to one of the 
states within a federal entity. The folowing context will enable the translator to make the 
correct choice: "Both the state and Federal authorities were accused of establishing a 
police state."In the first case the term "state"is contrasted with "Federal" and will be 
translated as "штат", while in the second case it obviously means "государство". 

As a rule, English technical terms (as well as political terms and terms in any other 
specific field) have their permanent equivalents in the respective Russian terminalogical 
systems: magnitude – величина, oxygen – кислород, surplus value – прибавочная 
стоимость, Embassy – посольство, legislation – законодательство.

Many Russian equivalents have been formed from the English terms by tran-
scription or loan translations: computer – компьтер, electron – электрон, Congressman 
– конгрессмен, impeachment – импичмент, shadow cabinet – "теневой кабинет", 
nuclear deterrent – ядерное устрашение. Quite a few among them are international 
terms: theorem – теорема, television – телевидение, president – президент, declaration 
– декларация, diplomacy – дипломатия. In some cases there are parallel forms in Rus-
sian: one formed by transcription and the other, so to speak, native, e.g.: резистор and 
сопротивление, бустер and ускоритель, индустрия and промышленность, тред-
юнион and профсоюз, лидер and руководитель.

The translator makes his choice considering whether ST is highly technical 
or not, for a borrowed term is usually more familiar to specialists than the layman. 
He has also to take into account the possible differences between the two forms in 
the way they are used in TL. For example, the Russian "индустрия" is restricted in 
usage and somewhat old-fashioned, "тред-юнион" always refers to British trade-
unions and "лидер" gives the text a slightly foreign flavour. 

Dealing with context-free words the translator must be aware of two common 
causes of translation errors. First, English and Russian terms can be similar in form but 
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different in meaning. A "decade" is not "декада", an "instrument" is not "инструмент", 
and a "department" in the United States is not "департамент". Such words belong to the 
so-called false friends of the translator (see below). Second, the translator should not rely 
on the "inner form" of the English term to understand its meaning or to find a proper 
Russian equivalent for it is often misleading. A "packing industry" is not "упаковочная"
but "консервная промышленность", "conventional armaments" are not "условные"
but "обычные вооружения" and a "public school" in Britain is not "публичная" or 
"общедоступная" but "частная школа".  

Translation of technical terms puts a premium on the translator's knowledge 
of the subject-matter of ST. He must take great pains to get familiar with the system 
of terms in the appropriate field and make good use of technical dictionaries and 
other books of reference. 

 
Exercises 
I. Suggest the Russian substitutes for the following names and titles. 
1. Washington Irving, Edgar Allan Poe, Dorothy Parker, James Thurber, 

James I, Langston Hughes, Charles Evans Hughes, Charles III, Victor Hugo, Du-
Pont, Watt Hugh McCollum, Mike Quin, Art Buchwald, Nataniel Hawthorne, 
Ambrose Bierce, William Parker, William IV, Mitchell Wilson, Woodrow Wilson. 

2. Albany, New South Wales, Santa Anna (Calif), Firth of Tay, Ivory Coast, 
New Orleans, New Hampshire, Utah, Wyoming, New Mexico, Blenheim, Webster 
Springs, Wells River, Red Lake, East Greenwich, Munich, West Rocky River, 
West Delaware River, Cornwall, Zurich, Cape Verde Islands. 

3. Downing Street, Whitehall, Wigmore Hall, Windsor Castle, Festival Gar-
dens, Fifth Avenue, Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, Haymarket Theatre, Harley 
Street, Mansion House, Lombard Street.  

4. National Bank; Associated British Foods; Aluminium Company of Can-
ada, Ltd; Standard Oil of New Jersey, Imperial Group; London, Midland and Scot-
tish Railway; London Broadcasting Company; Warner Brothers; Butterworth and 
Dickenson, textile engineers; Independent Television News; Associated Press 

5. Financial Times, Labour Weekly, New York Herald Tribune, Wall Street 
Journal, Political Affairs, Morning Star, Paris Soir. 

 
II. Translate the following sentences with particular attention to the way the 

proper and geographical names should be rendered into Russian. 
1. A tourist's heart may leap at first sight of the Thames as it cuts through the 

heart of London because of the spectacle of massed totems such as Parliament, 
Whitehall, St. Paul's Cathedral and the Tower of London that rise majestically near 
it, and the 15 bridges bearing storybook names and images: Westminster, Waterloo, 
Blackbriars, London Bridge and Tower Bridge. But nearly everything worth the 
price of a snapshot sits on the northern bank. 
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2. After the death of Charles I in 1649 puritanical attitudes to the visual arts 
did not favour the development of architecture and the destruction, begun under 
Henry VIII, was renewed during and after Civil War (1642-1646). Whatever the 
merits of government under Cromwell it was a sad period for architecture.  

3. Another change which affected architecture was the growth of an edu-
cated middle class. From Chaucer to Shakespeare, to Ben Jonson and Ingo Jones, 
to Wren and Newton, to Hume, Gibbon and Robert Adam and on to Soan, Carlyle, 
Ruskin and Morris, the "middling sort of people" were taking over and amplifying 
the secular role which had been played by clergy in earlier times when clerics were 
almost the only people who could read and write. 

 
III. Translate the following words and collocations. Explain your choice of 

the type of equivalents. 
1. administrative efficiency; 2. arbitration; 3. affidavit; 4. Attorney-General; 

5. balance of payments; 6. adverse trade balance; 7. to stuff the ballot; 8. casting 
vote; 9. close vote; 10. back-bencher; 11. to bail out; 12. election returns;  
13. brinkmanship; 14. job bias; 15. political bias; 16. brain drain; 17. State of the 
Union message; 18. income tax; 19. frame-up; 20. career diplomat; 21. red-baiting 
campaign; 22. breakthrough; 23. bread-line; 24. circumstantial evidence; 25. ger-
rymandering; 26. craft union; 27. open shop system; 28. brain washing; 29. non-
contiguous States; 30. company checkers; 31. contempt of court; 32. crippling 
taxes; 33. polling date; 34. defendat; 35. color-blind; 36. conglomerate; 37. social 
work; 38. the Chief Executive; 39. hardware; 40. software 

 
IV. Analyse the terminological units in the following sentences and suggest 

the way they should be translated into Russian. 
1. We, the human race have braved the violent electromagnetic Aura around 

Jupiter and photographed its puzzling moons. 
2. Once established, aspen seedings tend to reproduce themselves vegeta-

tively by root suckering. 
3. General Motors, Ford and Chrysler combine autos and computers in novel ways. 

They offer such features as self-adjusted suspensions, sensors, that alter fuel mixture for 
efficient combustion and systems that diagnose a car's mechanical troubles. 

4. Organ transplants will become more successful in the future because of an 
experimental agent that prevents rejection, say doctors from 12 medical centers. 
Reporting in the New England Journal of Medicine, the researchers found that a 
specially engineered monoclonal antibody halted rejection episodes in 58 of 63 
patients who had received new kidneys. By comparison, drug treatment halted 
rejection episodes in only 45 of 60 patients. 

5. Viruses may cause multiple sclerosis, according to two studies in the Brit-
ish medical journal Lancet. 
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2. HANDLING CONTEXT-BOUND WORDS 

Introductory Notes 
The words dealt with in the previous chapter are relatively independent of 

the context so that they have a definite meaning which is reproduced in many texts 
as it stands. This is not the case, however, with most words in the English vocabu-
lary whose meaning in any sentence largely depends on the context in which they 
are used. True, all words have meanings of their own which are defined in diction-
aries but the context may specify or modify the word's meaning, neutralize or em-
phasize some part of its semantics. And before looking for an equivalent, the trans-
lator has to make a careful study of the context to identify the contextual meaning 
of the word that should be rendered in translation. This meaning is the result of the 
interaction between the word semantics and the methods of its actualization in the 
speech act.  

Most of the words are polysemantic, that is, they have several meanings. As 
a rule, the word is used in the sentence in one of its meanings and the context must 
show what meaning has been selected by the speaker and cut off all other meanings 
irrelevant for the particular act of communication. If somebody complains that 
"Few Europeans speak Mandarin", the context inequivocally shows that it is the 
Chinese language that is meant and not a Chinese imperial official or the Chinese 
fruit. If the same idea is expressed in a more ambiguous way, for instance, "Few 
Europeans know the first thing about Mandarin", the context of the sentence may 
fail to indicate the relevant meaning beyond any doubt but the rest of the text or the 
circumstances of communication will certainly do that. 

The context has also a decisive role to play in the selection of TL equiva-
lents to the words of the original. We know that in most cases, the meaning of a SL 
word can be rendered in TL by a number of regular equivalents. Variable equiva-
lents can be found not only to the polysemantic words but also to the monosemantic 
words as well as to a semantic variant of a polysemantic word, that is, to one of its 
meanings which can be actualized in the course of communication. In such cases 
after the translator has ascertained what meaning the word has in the original text 
he still has to choose one of the regular equivalents which fits the context best of 
all. In other words, the role of the context is even greater for the translator than for 
an ordinary SL receptor. Suppose he is to translate the folowing English sentence 
"This issue of the paper devoted about half of its twenty news columns to the trial 
of a murderer". The context enables the translator to understand that the "issue" 
refers here to a publication, the "paper" is a newspaper and the "column" is a de-
partment in that newspaper. But he has also to find additional information in the 
context which will allow him to choose an equivalent to "issue"among such Russian 
words as "выпуск, издание, номер" or to compare the use of the Russian "отдел,
колонка, столбец" as equivalents to "column". 
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No less important is the role of the context in translating the words with a 
wide range of reference whose equivalents are too numerous to Visted in any dic-
tionary. For example, the English noun "record" is defined as "something that re-
cords" or "the recorded facts about something or someone" and can refer to any 
document or any events, past or present. It is clear that the Russian names of docu-
ments or events cannot be foreseen and the translator has to find the appropriate 
occasional equivalent in each particular context. 

The context may modify the meaning of a word to such an extent that its 
regular equivalents will not fit TT. In the following sentence: "History has dealt 
with Hitler; history will deal with all would-be Hitlers", the translator has to do 
with the verb "to deal" used in the sentence in the meaning which is usually ren-
dered into Russian as "обходиться" or "поступать". But obviously history has 
dealt with Hitler as severely as he deserved and the translator will opt for a stronger 
occasional equivalent like "покончить". The ability to render the contextual mean-
ings is an essential element of the translator's professional skill. 

The contextual modification may extend to the connotative meaning of the word. 
The translator is greatly concerned about the adequate reproduction of this part of the 
word semantics since it has an impact upon the whole text. For example, the English 
noun "ambition"and the adjective "ambitious" can contextually assume either a positive 
or a negative connotation. Accordingly, "the UN ambitious program of providing food 
for the people of the earth" will be translated as "грандиозная программа ООН" while 
the "ambitious plans of South African racists" will be rendered as "честолюбивые 
планы южно-африканских расистов". 

The English-Russian dictionary is the translator's best friend and assistant in 
finding the appropriate equivalent. Sometimes the context tells the translator that 
one of the dictionary equivalents to the given word can be well used in TT. Even if 
the entry in his dictionary does not provide him with an equivalent that fits his 
context, the translator can use the dictionary data to facilitate the solution. Suppose 
he comes across a sentence in ST which runs as follows: 

The United States worked out a formula which later came to be known as 
dollar diplomacy. 

None of the equivalents suggested by I.R.Galperin's "New English-Russian 
Dictionary" (формула, рецепт, догмат, шаблон) fits the context of the sentence 
which deals with a stage in the US political history. But combining these data with 
the context the translator will look for a Russian substitute for a "political formula" 
and may arrive at such terms as "политическая доктрина" or "политическая 
программа". 

США выработали политическую доктрину, которая впоследствии стала 
именоваться "долларовой дипломатией". 

The translator should consult the context with special care if his dictionary 
suggests only one equivalent. He should not be in a hurry to use this equivalent in 
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his text without first ascertaining that the English word really is context-free and is 
always translated in the same way. In case it is not, the entry is not exhaustive and 
the translator should look for another way out. The "New English-Russian Diction-
ary", for example, treats the English words "opportunism" and "opportunist" as 
political terms and gives only one equivalent to each: "оппортунизм" and 
"оппортунист". An English-English dictionary, however, will define "opportun-
ism" as "the art, policy, or practice of taking advantage of opportunities or circum-
stances". And when the word is used as a general term of disapprobation implying 
little regard for principles or consequences, the equivalents suggested by the dic-
tionary have to be rejected in favor of such Russian words as "конъюнктурщик,
приспособленец" and the like. This is also an illustration of the usefulness of an 
English-English dictionary to the translator who should always turn to it for more 
complete information on the word semantics. 

Professional skill in using both the dictionary data and the information ex-
tracted from the context to solve his translation problems is the hallmark of a good 
translator. 

 
Exercises 
I. State what meanings of polysemantic words are actualized in the follow-

ing sentences. Can the equivalents provided by your dictionary be used in the trans-
lation? If not, suggest an equivalent of your own. 

1. Alan Rees, a businessman, was accused of handling the negotiations for 
ransom. 2. After the play the notices were unanimously favorable and there was 
praise for all concerned. 3. The actor had an awkward grace that could not be 
copied by anyone in the business. 4. Listen, we all have funny moods. We wouldn't 
be human if we didn't. 5. Josephine Carling was a heiress to an automobile fortune.
6. She prided herself or her chic. 7. The odorous part of human sweat, some scien-
tists believe, appears to include volatile fatty acids produced by bacteria living on 
and in the skin. 8. The sister married a classmate of mine that's doing very well in 
Pittsburgh Plate Glass. One of their coming men. 9. She had always, all her life, 
been so religious about her cold cream and her facials. 10. He passed a lighted 
door from which issued music, and stopped with the sense of familiarity.  

 
II. Find appropriate Russian equivalents to the word "record" in the follow-

ing sentences. 
1. The new candidate was known to have an excellent war record. 2. His fa-

ther has a record of service with the company of 20 years. 3. It was clear that the 
general had carefully studied his aid's service record. 4. Washington D.C., the US 
capital, is the city with the highest crime record. 5. By resorting to mass terror and 
armed violence against the black population of South Africa its rules reached a new 
shameful record in their racial oppression. 6. The AF of L is absolute boss of the 
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strike-breaking International Confederation of Free Trade Unions. Its imperialist 
record fits it for this task. 7. The data published by the Office of Statistics show that 
food prices in the country are the highest on record. 8. "Your Honor," Arnold an-
nounced, "I move that the testimony of the witness be stricken out from the record." 
9. The State Secretary finds that the US government has an unbroken record of 
friendship for China dating back to 1844. However shamelessly the American politicians 
claim to be friends of Chinese people, the historic record which distinguishes friend from 
foe cannot be altered. 10. Had the Republican candidates discussed the record of the 
Congress they would have exposed the Republican Party as a big business party which 
led the attack on the vital rights and liberties of the people. 

 
III. Explain the contextual meanings of the words in bold type in the follow-

ing sentences and suggest their Russian equivalents. 
1. The Union executive committee passed a resolution advising the workers 

to "sit-out" elections where neither party offers a candidate whome labour could 
support. 2. The grievance has still remaind unsettled. It shows how long it takes to 
"process" a grievance and why a strike is often the only way to force a show-down. 
3. People who think gangsters are only to be found in gambling dens and houses of 
prostitution are oldtimers. 4. After the strike many participants of the meeting were 
beaten up by the Ford plant vigilants. 5. The president of the Auto Workers Union 
was not at the rally; instead he redbaited the meeting and charged that it was a plot 
against him. 6. One of the planks in the Tory programme was to reduce personal 
consumption: this was to be done partly by rationing the purse. 7. The amendment 
received 3,622,000 votes, while the Executive resolution received 4,090,000. This 
close vote at the Trades Union Congress faced the right-wing leaders with a tre-
mendous problem in relation to the future Labour Party Conference. 8. The Coal 
Board aimed to have safety-level stocks by the beginning of November but now 
they say they will be at least a million tons short. 9. Chicago. – A proposal that the 
problem of out-of-this world meat prices be put on the conference table for a work-
ing-over by packers, farmers, organized workers and consumers was made here by 
the President of the United Packinghouse Workers (AFL-CIO). 10. The bill was 
also opposed by such non-trust lobbies as the AFL lobby, the anti-saloon lobby 
and many others. 

 
IV. Find the way of rendering into Russian the connotational meanings of the 

words in bold type in the following sentences. Explain your choice of equivalents. 
1. During the postwar period in the midst of the economic boom the work-

ers' conditions, although gradually deteriorating, were not so bad as to provoke 
desperate struggles. 2. Prior to the Civil War many slaveowners in the South nursed 
ambitious plans of extending their rule to the whole of the United States. 3. The 
imperialist appetites of the Tories drove them on to their East-of-Suez policies.  
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4. His appetite for travel was whetted and Chopin began to nurse the ambition of 
visiting the musical capital of Europe, Vienna. 5. The Good Neighbour policy was 
simply a reformulation of the old imperialism in order for it to countermove more 
effectively the growing nationalism and democratic spirit of the Latin American 
people. 6. The Communists are tireless advocates of peace, and at the same time 
were aggressive supporters of the anti-Hitler war. 7. The right-wing leaders ag-
gressively sabotaged all efforts from the left to organize the workers of other indus-
tries. 8. The Union demanded that the existing grievance machinary be entirely 
scrapped and a modern, streamlined, effective scheme put into its place. 9. Much 
of his popularity is manufactured, much of his glamour has been streamlined by 
nimble-witted press agents. 

 
3. HANDLING EQUIVALENT-LACKING WORDS 

Introductory Notes 
No small number of SL units have no regular equivalents in TL. Equivalent-

lacking words are often found among SL names of specific national phenomena, 
such as the English words "coroner, condominium, impeachment, baby-sitter" and 
the like. However, there are quite a number of "ordinary" words for which TL may 
have no equivalent lexical units: "fluid, bidder, conservationist" etc. 

The absence of regular equivalents does not imply that the meaning of an 
equivalent-lacking SL unit cannot be rendered in translation or that its translation 
must be less accurate. The translator coming across an equivalent-lacking word, 
resorts to occasional equivalents which can be created in one of the following ways: 

1. Using loan-words imitating in TL the form of SL word or word-
combination, e.g. tribalism – трайбализм, impeachment – импичмент, back-
bencher – заднескамеечник, brain-drain – утечка мозгов. As often as not such 
occasional formations are adopted by the members of TL community and get the 
status of regular equivalents. 

2. Using approximate substitutes that is TL words with similar meaning 
which is extended to convey additional information (if necessary, with the help of 
foot notes) e.g. drugstore – аптека, witchhunter – мракобес, afternoon – вечер.
The Russian "аптека" is not exactly a drugstore where they also sell such items as 
magazines, soft drinks, ice-cream, ect., but in some cases this approximate equiva-
lent can well be used. 

3. Using all kinds of lexical (semantic) transformations modifying the mean-
ing of the SL word, e.g. "He died of exposure" may be rendered into Russian as 
"Он умер от простуды" or "Он погиб от солнечного удара" .

4. Using an explanation to convey the meaning of the SL unit, e.g. landslide 
– победа на выборах подавляющим большинством голосов, brinkmanship – 
искусство проведения политики на грани войны, etc. 
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This method is sometimes used in conjunction with the first one when the in-
troduction of a loan-word is followed by a foot-note explaining the meaning of the 
equivalent-lacking word in ST. After that the translator may freely employ the 
newly-coined subsitute. 

The practising translator most often has to resort to such techniques when he 
comes across some new-coined words in the source text or deals with names of 
object or phenomena unknown to the TL community (the so-called "realia"). 

New words are coined in the language to give names to new objects, or phe-
nomena which become known to the people. This process is going on a consider-
able scale as shown by the necessity of publishing dictionaries of new words. (See, 
for example, "The Barnhart Dictionary of New English 1963-1972", London, 1973, 
with more than 5,000 entries). With the English vocabulary constantly expanding, 
no dictionary can catch up with the new arrivals and give a more or less complete 
list of the new words. Moreover there are numerous short-lived lexical units created 
ad hoc by the English-speaking people in the process of oral or written communica-
tion. Such words may never get in common use and will not be registered by the 
dictionaries but they are well understood by the communicants since they are 
coined on the familiar structural and semantic models. If someone is ever refferred 
to as a "Polandologist", the meaning will be readily understood against such terms 
as "Kremlinologist" or "Sovietologist". If a politician is called "a nuclearist", the 
new coinage will obviously mean a supporter of nuclear arms race. "A zero-
growther" would be associated with some zero-growth theory or policy and so on. 

When new words come into being to denote new objects or phenomena, 
they naturally cannot have regular equivalents in another language. Such equiva-
lents may only gradually evolve as the result of extensive contacts between the two 
nations. Therefore the translator coming across a new coinage has to interpret its 
meaning and to choose the appropriate way of rendering it in his translation. Con-
sider the following sentence: "In many European capitals central streets have been 
recently pedestrianized." First, the translator will recognize the origin of "pedes-
trianized" which is coined from the word "pedestrian" – "пешеход" and the verb-
forming suffix -ize. Then he will realize the impossibility of a similar formation in 
Russian (опешеходить!) and will opt for a semantic trasformation: "движение 
транспорта было запрещено", "улицы были закрыты для транспорта" or 
"улицы были отведены только для пешеходов". 

As often as not a whole set of new words may enter in common use, all 
formed on the same model. Thus, the anti-segregation movement in the United 
States in the 1960's introduced a number of new terms to name various kinds of 
public demonstrations formed from a verb + -in on the analogy of "sit-in". "ride-in" 
(in segregated buses), "swim-in" (in segregated swimming pools), "pray-in" (in 
segregated churches) and many others. 
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Various translators may select different ways of translating a new coinage, 
with several substitutes competing with one another. As a rule, one of them be-
comes more common and begins to be used predominantly. For instance, the new 
term "word-processor" was translated into Russian as "словообработчик", 
"словопроцессор" and "текстопроцессор", the last substirute gaining the upper 
hand. The translafor spould carefully watch the development of the usage and fol-
low the predominant trend. 

Similar problems have to be solved by the translator when he deals with 
equivalent-lacking words reffering to various SL realia. As often as not, the transla-
tor tries to transfer the name to TL by way of borrowing, loan word or approximate 
equivalents. Many English words have been introduced in Russian in this way: 
"бейсбол" (baseball), "небоскреб" (skyscraper), "саквояжники" (carpet baggers), 
etc. Quite a number of equivalent-lacking words of this type, however, still have no 
established substitutes in Russian, and the translator has to look for an occasional 
equivalent each time he comes across such a word in the source text. Mention can 
be made here of "filibustering", "baby-sitter", "tinkerer", "know-how", "ladykiller", 
and many others. 

A large group of equivalent-lacking English words includes words of gen-
eral semantics which may have a great number of substitutes in Russian which 
cannot be listed or enumerated. These are such words as "approach, control, corpo-
rate, pattern, record, facility", etc. Numerous lexical units of this type are created 
by conversion especially when compound verbs are nominalized. What is "a fix-
up" for example? It can refer to anything that is fixed up. And "a set-up" is any-
thing that is set up, literally or figuratively. The translator is expected to understand 
the general idea conveyed by the word and to see what referent it is denoting in 
each particular case. 

Special attention should be paid to English conjunction and prepositions 
which are often used differently from their apparent equivalents in Russian and are, 
in fact, equivalent-lacking. Such common conjunctions as "when, if, as, once, 
whichever" and some others are not infrequently the cause of errors in translation 
and should be most carefully studied. 

 Similar pitfalls can be set for the translator by such productive English 
"semi-suffixes" as -minded, -consciuos, -oriented, -manship, etc. 

In conclusion, let us recall that any word may become equivalent-lacking if 
the particular context makes it impossible to use its regular equivalent and forces 
the translator to resort to some semantic transformation. 

Translating equivalent-lacking words calls for a good deal of ingenuity and 
imagination on the part of the translator who should be well trained to use the ap-
propriate semantic transformations, whenever necessary. At the same time he must 
be prepared to look for new ways of solving his problems whenever the standard 
methods cannot be applied to the particular context. 
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Exercises 
I. Interpret the meaning of new words in the following sentences and suggest 

their Russian substitutes. 
1. Galaxies take something like 10 billion years to evolve, which is compa-

rable to the age Big Bangers give to the universe. 2. It is one thing to lambaste the 
tyranny of diplomaism, but quite another to expect nations to function without high 
standards of excellence. 3. On most US campuses these days grantmanship – the 
fine art of picking off research funds – is almost as important to professional pres-
tige as the ability to teach or carry out research. 4. Though her French was not very 
good and my own regrettably Franglais, we used to read the roles to each other. 5. 
His political views are an odd mixture of the doctrines of free enterprise and those 
of welfarists. 6. He noted that the Administration "faces a credibility gap of enor-
mous proportions" with blacks. 7. The President played up again the alleged Soviet 
military superiority, especially the missile gap. 8. The US industrial and social 
system is delivering such "disproducts" as pollution and racial tension and no 
longer seems to be supplying the compensating efficiency. 9. The vaccine is the 
result of a new type of ultra high-speed centrifuge that is spinoff from atomic 
weapons work. 10. Throw-away umbrellas made of parer have just been marketed 
on an experimental basis by a Tokyo paper goods firm. 

 
II. Translate the following sentences paying particular attention to adequate 

rendering into Russian of equivalent-lacking words. 
1. Throughout the world fluid fuels are replacing solid fuels because of their 

technical advantages in transport, handling, storage and use. 2. The law required 
the use of the French language in addition to English... It aroused a sensational, 
though temporary, backlash of English-speaking opinion. 3. Many politicians owe 
their success to charisma and demagogy rather then to high intelligence and hon-
esty. 4. The girl tried to earn her living as baby-sitter in the neighbourhood.  
5. Every morning he joined a group of young commuters living in the same condo-
minium. 6. He was a born tinkerer and would never have a repairman in his house. 
7. Last week the Biological Engineering Society celebrated the tenth anniversary of 
this broad interface between medicine and technology with a conference in Oxford. 
8. What does being ahead mean when possessing more or less overkill cannot be 
translated into anything that is militarily or humanly meaningful? 9. There will of 
course be carping critics of the project among do-gooders, conservationists, starry-
eyed liberals and wild-lifers. 10. Four potholers were found suffering from expo-
sure yesterday after being missed for more than 12 hours. 

 
III. Suggest appropriate substitutes for the words in bold type in the follow-

ing sentences. Observe variations in the meaning of words of general semantics in 
various contexts. 
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1. Segregation and discrimination which was the pattern in the United 
States followed American Negroes to the battlefield. 2. Following the nazi pattern 
the junta made it a policy to victimize every active trade unionist. 3. Summarizing 
what it found among the 100 typical cases studied, the committee said it was a 
pattern of "low wages, broken health, broken homes and shortcomings in food and 
shelter". 4. We believe that the present antiunion campaign is a big business set-up.
5. The language of the anti-union laws of the 1920's was not so different from the 
Smith Act. It too was an elastic set-up, designed to pull hundreds into its thought-
control dragnet. 6. The pre-war arms drive gave a spur to the expantion of produc-
tion facilities, but it still further reduced the purchasing power of the people. 7. The 
enemy rushed new troops and facilities to the area. 8. Many teachers complain of 
the lack of educational facilities in the countryside. 

 
IV. Translate the following sentences employing the semantic transforma-

tions suggested in the parenthesis. 
1. Already the reactioary offensive of Yankee imperialism was beginnig to 

get the inevitable answer from the Latin America peoples (specification). 2. At 
seven o'clock a dull meal was served in the oakpanelled dining-room (specifica-
tion). 3. I apologize for stepping on your toe (generalization). 4. Now, more than 
two hours later, the big jet was still stuck, its fuselage and tail blocking rainway 
three zero (generalization). 5. He would cheer up somehow, begin to laugh again, 
and draw skeletions all over his slate, before his eyes were dry (modulation).  
6. Unfortunately, the ground to the right which was normally grass covered, had a 
drainage problem, due to be worked on when winter ended (modulation). 7. He had 
an old mother whom he never disobeyed (antonymous translation). 8. No person 
may be reinstated to aposition in the post service without passing an appropriate 
examination (antonymous translation). 9. When she reached the house she gave 
another proof of her identity (explication). 10. In one of his whistle-stop speeches 
the Presidential nominee briefly outlined his attitude towards civil rights program 
(explication). 

 
V. Note the use of the conjunctions in the following sentences. Suggest the 

appropriate Russian translations. 
1. The Prime Minister will arrive on Friday when he will address the House 

of Commons. 2. Two workers were injured when a fork-lift fell over. 3. Problems 
have arisen when individuals have decided to make changes in the layout of the 
offices. 4. Every day the US press contains some malignant attack directed against 
the common people of Britain, who are accused of loafing and malingering at work, 
while demanding high wages and expensive social services. 5. If there was anything 
that he hated, it was a woman with pointed finger nails. 6. Her knowledge of things 
and people seemed precise and decided, if not profound. 7. He has been to War-
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wick fifty times, if he has been there once. 8. The postmaster should deposit at the 
bank daily returns one half hour before closing of either the post office or the bank, 
whichever is earlier. 9. Change oil every 6 months or at 12,000 km. intervals, 
whichever is earlier. 

 

4. HANDLING TRANSLATOR'S FALSE FRIENDS 

Introductory Notes 
There are words in the source and target languages which are more or less 

similar in form. Such words are of great interest to the translator since he is natu-
rally inclined to take this formal similarity for the semantic proximity and to regard 
the words that look alike as permanent equivalents. The formal similarity is usually 
the result of the two words having the common origin, mainly derived from either 
Greek or Latin. Since such words can be found in a number of languages, they are 
referred to as "international". 

As a matter of fact, very few international words have the same meanings in 
different languages. In respect to English and Russian we can cite the words like 
the English "parliament, theorem, diameter" and their Russian counterparts 
"парламент, теорема, диаметр". In most cases, however, the semantics of such 
words in English and in Russian do not coincide and they should rather be named 
"pseudointernational". Their formal similarity suggesting that they are interchan-
gable, is, therefore, deceptive and may lead to translation errors. For that reason 
they are often refered to as the translator's false friends. 

The pseudointernational words can be classifyed in two main groups. First, 
there are words which are similar in form but completely different in meaning. Here 
the risk of making a bad mistake is very great whenever the translator fails to con-
sult his dictionary. Lots of mistakes have been made translating such English words 
as "decade, complexion, lunatic, accurate, actual, aspirant" and the like. E.g.: 

 (1) It lasted the whole decade. 
 (2) She has a very fine complexion. 
 (3) Well, he must be a lunatic. 
The respective Russian words "декада, комплекция, лунатик" are pseudo-

international and cannot be used in translation. Cf.: 
 (1) Это продолжалось целое десятилетие.

(2) У нее прекрасный цвет лица.
(3) Да он, должно, быть сумасшедший.

Second, there are many pseudointernational words which are not fully inter-
changable though there are some common elements in their semantics. They may 
become the false friends if the translator substitutes one of them for the other with-
out due regard to the difference in their meaning or to the way the English word is 
used in the particular context. The translator should bear in mind that a number of 
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factors can preclude the possibility of using the formally similar word as an equiva-
lent. Among these factors the following are most important:  

 
1. The s e m a n t i c factor resulting from the different subsequent develop-

ment of the words borrowed by the two languages from the same source. For in-
stence, the English "idiom" can be well rendered by its Russian counterpart to con-
vey the idea of an expression whose meaning cannot be derived from the conjoined 
meanings of its elements but has developed such additional meanings as dialect 
(local idiom) and individial style (Shakespeare's idiom). When the word is used in 
either of these meanings its equivalent in Russian will not be "идиом", but 
"диалект, наречие" or "стиль", respectively. 

As often as not, the translator may opt for an occasional equivalent to a pseudo-
international word just as he may do while dealing with any other type of the word:  

South Vietnam was a vast laboratory for the testing of weapons of counter-
guerrilla warfare. 

Южный Вьетнам стал полигоном для испытания оружия,
используемого в войне против партизан.

2. The s t y l i s t i c factor resulting from the difference in the emotive or 
stylistic connotation of the correlated words. For example, the English "career" is 
neutral while the Russian "карьера" is largely negative. The translator has to reject 
the pseudointernational substitute and to look for another way out, e.g.: 

Davy took on Faraday as his assistant and thereby opened a scientific career for him. 
Дэви взял Фарадея к себе в ассистенты и тем самым открыл ему путь в науку.
3. The c o – o c c u r r e n c e factor reflecting the difference in the lexical 

combinability rules in the two languages. The choice of an equivalent is often influ-
enced by the usage refering a standard combination of words to the formally similar 
substitute. So, a "defect" has a formal counterpart in the Russian "дефект" but 
"theoretical and organizational defects" will be rather "теоретические и
организационные просчеты" . A "gesture" is usually translated as "жест" but the 
Russian word will not be used to translate the following sentence for the combina-
bility factor:  

The reason for including only minor gestures of reforms in the program... 
Причина включения в программу лишь жалкого подобия реформ...  
4. The p r a g m a t i c factor reflecting the difference in the background 

knowledge of the members of the two language communities which makes the 
translator reject the formal equivalent in favour of the more explicit or familiar 
variant. The reader of the English original will usually need no explanation con-
cerning the meaning of such terms as "the American Revolution", "the Reconstruc-
tion" or "the Empancipation Proclamation" which refer to the familiar facts of the 
US history. In the Russian translation, however, these terms are usually not re-
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placed by their pseudointernational equivalents. Instead, use is made of the descrip-
tive terms better known to the Russian reader: 

The American Revolution was a close parallel to the wars of national lib-
eration in the colonial and semi-colonial countries. 

Война за независимость в Америке была прямым прототипом 
национально-освободительных войн в колониальных и полуколониальных странах.

This counter-revolutionary organization was set up to suppress the Negro – poor 
white alliance that sought to bring democracy in the South in the Reconstruction period.

Эта контрреволюционная организация была создана для подавления 
совместной борьбы негров и белых бедняков, которые добивались 
установления демократии на юге после отмены рабства.

The Senator knew Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation by heart. 
Сенатор знал наизусть провозглашенную Линкольном декларацию об 

отмене рабства.
With the knowledge of, and due regard to, these factors, the translator stands 

a good chance of making the pseudointernational words his good friends and allies. 
 
Exercises 
I. Make a careful study of the following groups of words. Note the difference in 

the meaning in English and in Russian and suggest the appropriate equivalents. 
1. actual = актуальный; 2. appellation = аппелляция; 3. aspirant = 

аспирант; 4. balloon = баллон; 5. baton = батон; 6. billet = билет; 7. compositor 
= композитор; 8. concern = концерн; 9. depot = депо; 10. direction = дирекция;
11. fabric = фабрика; 12. genial = гениальный; 13. intelligence = интеллигенция;
14. motion = моцион; 15. motorist = моторист; 16. obligation = облигация;
17. physique = физик; 18. probe = проба; 19. protection = протекция; 20. pathos 
= пафос 

II. Note the meanings of the English international words and translate them 
in the examples cited below. 

1. extravagant adj. 1. spending much more than is necessary or prudent; 
wastefull;  

 2. excessively high (of prices) 
We mustn't buy roses – it is too extravagant in winter. 
2. catholic adj. (esp. likings and interests) general, wide-spread; broad-

minded; liberal; including many or most things 
Mr. Prower was a politician with catholic tastes and interests. 
3. dramatic adj. 1. sudden or exciting; 2. catching and hilding the imagina-

tion by unusual appearance or effects 
How would you account for such dramatic changes in the situation? 
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4. minister n. 1. Christian priest or clergyman; 2. a person representing his 
Government but of lower rank than an ambassador 

The British minister at Washington was requested to notify his Government 
of a possible change in the agenda of the forthcoming meeting. 

5. routine n. the regular, fixed, ordinary way of working or doing things 
Frequent inspections were a matter of routine in the office. 
6. pathetic adj. 1. sad, pitiful; exciting pity or sympathetic sadness; affecting 

or moving the feelings; 2. worthless, hopelessly unsuccessful 
Perhaps it was merely that this pathetic look of hers ceased to wring his 

heart-strings. 
7. pilot n. 1. a person qualified to steer ships through certain difficult waters 

or into or out of a harbor; 2. a guide or leader 
Before entering on his literary career Mark Twain was employed as pilot on 

vessels going up and down the Mississippi river. 
8. student n. (of smth.) a person with a stated interest; anyone who is de-

voted to the acquisition of knowledge 
The recently published work of the world-known ornithologist will be inter-

esting to any student of bird-life. 
 
III. Explain why the Russian words similar in form cannot be used as substi-

tutes for the English words in bold type. 
1. Tolstoy devoted the remainder of his life to writing little pamphlets,

preaching peace and love and the abolition of poverty. 2. The navigator on an 
aircraft must have a good eye for spotting the slightest error in case the robot pilot 
goes out of control. 3. The boy is quick and accurate at figures. 4. He kept that TV 
going from noon till long past midnight. Away from it for any length of time he 
actually became confused and disoriented. 5. His faith in himself and his project 
was a delicate thing at best. 6. She smiled and Joe was touched suddenly by the 
very special beauty of the lady – by the still-young blue of eyes that were more 
deeply sympathetic than truly young eyes could ever be. 7. This indecision con-
sumed the better part of an afternoon. It was typical of the kind of paralysis into 
which his mind had fallen. 8. Covering a portion of wall from ceiling to floor, were 
several long strips of paper on which had been painted in black the legend: "It's 
later than you think". 9. We met at the academy, roomed together and immediately 
felt that rare and wonderful rapport that lights up when two people get along beauti-
fully. 10. Efforts have been made to show that Wishart carried his doctrine into 
practice; that he was an agitator and may well have been an intermediary in the 
murder plot against Beaton. 

 
IV Translate the following sentences with particular attention to the transla-

tion of pseudointernational words. 
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When he was fifteen Chopin entered his father's school for academic studies. 
2. It was largely due to Elsner's sympathy and understanding that Chopin was able 
to evolve a personal style of writing almost from the very beginning of his creative 
career. 3. His desire to leave Warsaw was intensified by a schoolboy love for Con-
stantia Gladkowska, a singing student. A change of scene seemed the logical pre-
scription. 4. He was bored with the city and agonized by his unrequited love. 5. His 
father provided him with funds and in the summer of 1829 he came to Vienna.  
6. World War I was a dramatic demonstration of the fact that capitalism had plung 
into an incurable general crisis. 7. The President's tour of the flood-stricken areas 
dramatized the fact that the terrible tragedy presented, in the first place, a federal 
problem. 8. Reason told him he was in the presence of an archenemy, and yet he 
had no appetite whatever for vengeance. 9. More than 500 senior British scientist 
from 20 universities signed a pledge boycotting research for the American Strategic 
Defence Initiative, populary known as Star Wars. 

 

5. HANDLING ATTRIBUTIVE GROUPS 

Introductory Notes 
Semantic dissimilarity of analogous structures in SL and TL result in SL struc-

tures having several equivalents in TL. For instance, attributive groups are common both 
in English and Russian: "green tree" – "зеленое дерево". But the semantic relationships 
between the numbers of the groups are broader in English, which often precludes a blue-
print translation of the group into Russian. As often as not the English attributive group 
is used to convey various adverbial ideas of location, purpose, cause, etc. Consider such 
groups as "Madrid trial" (location), "profits drive" (purpose), war suffering (cause). Such 
groups may also express various action-object relationships. Cf. "labour movement" 
(movement by the workers), "labour raids" (raids against the workers), and "labour 
spies" (spies among the workers). 

A word within an attributive group may sometimes alter its meaning. So, 
"war rehabilitation" is, in fact, rehabilitation of economy after the war, that is "post-
war rehabilitation". 

As a result, many attributive groups are polysemantic and are translated in a 
different way in different contexts. "War prosperity" may mean "prosperity during 
the war" or "prosperity in the post-war period caused by the war". 

The dissimilarity in the semantic structure of attributive groups in English 
and in Russian gives rise to a number of translation problems. 

The first group of problems stems from the broader semantic relationships 
between the attribute and the noun. As has been pointed out the attribute may refer 
not only to some property of the object but also to its location, purpose, cause, etc. 
As a result, the translator has to make a thorough analysis of the context to find out 
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what the meaning of the group is in each particular case. He must be also aware of 
the relative freedom of bringing together such semantic elements within the attribu-
tive group in English that are distanced from each other by a number of intermedi-
ate ideas. Thus a resolution submitted by an executive body of an organization may 
be described as "the Executive resolution" and the majority of votes received by a 
such a resolution will be the Executive majority. If a word-for-word translation of 
the name of the executive body (e.g. the Executive Committee – исполнительный 
комитет) may satisfy the translator, the other two attributive groups will have to be 
explicated in the Russian translation as "резолюция, предложенная исполкомом"
and "большинство голосов, поданных за резолюцию, которая была 
предложена исполкомом", respectively. 

The second group of problems results from the difficulties in handling multi-
member attributive structures. The English-speaking people make wide use of "multi-
storied" structures with complicated internal semantic relationships. The tax paid for 
the right to take part in the election is described as "the poll tax". The states where this 
tax is collected are "the poll tax states" and the governors of these states are "the poll 
tax states governors". Now these governors may hold a conference which will be 
referred to as "the poll tax states governors conference" and so on.  

The semantic relationships within a multi-member group need not be linear. 
Consider the following sentence:    

It was the period of the broad western hemisphere and world pre-war united 
people's front struggle against fascism.   

Here we have a whole network of semantic ties between the attributes and 
the noun: "broad" is directly referred to "struggle", "western hemisphere" is joined 
with "world"and together they express the idea of location, i.e. "the struggle in the 
western hemisphere"; "pre-war"may be referred either to "struggle"or to the "united 
people's front"; "united" and "people's"belong to "front"and together they qualify 
the "struggle"implying either the "struggle by the united people's front" or the 
"struggle for the united people's front". 

In translation this complexity of semantic ties will result in replacing the 
group by a number of different structures in which the hidden relations within it 
will be made explicit: 

Это был период широкой предвоенной борьбы против фашизма за 
единый народный фронт в Западном полушарии и во всем мире.

Given the multiplicity of possible translations such structures should be ana-
lysed in terms of factors influencing the choice of Russian variants rather than with 
the aim of listening regular correspondences. 

The same goes for attributive groups with latent predication where a whole 
sentence is used to qualify a noun as its attribute "He was being the boss again, 
using the its-my-money-now-do-as-you're-told voice". Here correspondences can 
also be described in an inderect way only by stating that the attribute is usually 
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translated into Russian as a separate sentence and that this sentence should be 
joined to the noun by a short introductory element. Cf.: 

The Judge's face wore his own I-knew-they-were-guilty-all-along expression. 
На лице судьи появилось обычное выражение, говорившее: "Я все 

время знал, что они виновны". 
There was a man with a don't-say-anything-to-me-or-I'll-contradict-you face. 

(Ch. Dickens) 
Там был человек, на лице которого было написано: что бы вы мне ни 

говорили, я все равно буду вам противоречить.
There is one more peculiar features of the English attributive group which may be 

the cause of trouble for the translator. It may be transformed into a similar group with the 
help of a suffix which is formally attached to the noun but is semantically related to the 
whole group. Thus "a sound sleeper" may be derived from "sound sleep" or the man be-
longing to the "Fifth column" may be described as "the Fifth columnist". The translator 
should be aware of the derivation process and should not rack his brains trying to figure out 
how a sleeper can be sound or in what kind of enumeration this particular columnist is the 
fifth. Rather, he should consider the meaning of the original groups "sound sleep" and "the 
Fifth column" and then realize that the added suffix makes the group refer to a person who 
enjoys this kind of sleep or is one of the subversive elements. As a rule, in the Russian 
translation the meanings of the original group and of the suffix would be rendered sepa-
rately, e.g.: человек, обладающий здоровым (крепким) сном (крепко спящий 
человек), and человек, принадлежащий к пятой колонне (член пятой колонны). 

As often as not, translating the meaning of an English attributive group into 
Russian may involve a complete restructuring of the sentence, e.g.: To watch it 
happen, all within two and a half hours, was a thrilling sight. 

Нельзя было не восхищаться, наблюдая, как все это происходило на 
протяжении каких-нибудь двух с половиной часов.

Exercises 
I. Point out the possibile meanings of the following attributive groups. 
1. Berlin proposals; 2. Gran Chaco war; 3. dollar export drive; 4. heavy 

government expenditure; 5. pre-war slump talk; 6. present national Communist 
vote; 7. Communist Party strength; 8. Middle East Conference; 9. aggressive sup-
porter; 10. bold adventurer; 11. labor quiescence; 12. festering grievances; 13. the 
nation's highest homicide rate; 14. wildlife management authorities; 15. four-part 
program; 16. environmentalist protest; 17. provincial government decision; 18. 
environmental consequences; 19. safety violations; 20. fish-breeding pools 

 
II. Give the Russian equivalents to the following attributive groups. 
1. hearty eater; 2. practical joker; 3. conscientious objector; 4. sleeping part-

ner; 5. stumbling block; 6. smoking concert; 7. perfect likeness; 8. vested interest; 
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9. tough customer; 10. foregone conclusion; 11. top trade-union leaders; 12. collec-
tive bargaining rights; 13. consumers' goods industries; 14. post-war anti-labor 
drive; 15. point four program; 16. Liberal Party whip; 17.public school boy;  
18. Good Neighbor policy; 19. strong party man; 20. CIO auto union president 

 
III. Identify the attributive groups in the following sentences and suggest 

how their meanings should be rendered into Russian. 
1. The 87 billions of dollars in profits, grabbed during the five war years by 

the corporations constitute just so much blood money. 2. All the international 
"news" plus the editorial, could have been given in the space devoted to one heav-
ily illustrated item – the engagement of a son of one of minor princesses. 3. This 
issue devoted about half of its twenty news columns to the trial of a homicidal ma-
niac. 4. Even the least informed person could not miss the fact that the much-
publicized boom in the United States was due to the war and the aftermath of war 
repair. 5. My job on the Daily Sketch had for me what later I realized was an illu-
sory attraction. 6. Besides the imperative elementary economic complusion to find 
markets and any cost and with every device, big business imperialists were driven 
on to their expansionist program by other forms of fear and greed. Their capitalist 
appetites for conquest were whetted by the fact that on all sides they saw many 
nations weakened and ruined by the war. Being dog-eat-dog capitalists, they could 
not refrain from taking advantage of these countries' disasters by trying to establish 
their own economic and political control over the whole ramshackle situation of 
world capitalism. 7. Paris underground and bus transport services were stopped 
today by a 24-hour warning strike called by the C.G.T. (French T.U.C.) with the 
support of other unions. 8. Right-wing trade-union policy was expressing itself in a 
bankrupt helpless dithering before the new capitalist offensive. 

 
IV. Explain the meanings of the multi-member attributive groups and trans-

late the following sentences. 
1. The American Labor Party Political Action Committee Election Cam-

paign Planning Board launched a new fund-raising drive. 2. The British engineering 
industry must be nationalized to overcome the obstructive stick-in-the-mud, "take it 
or leave it" traditions of many engineering firms. 3. The preoccupation with selling 
papers against fierce competition leads to the American practice of an edition every 
thirty seconds. This mania for speed, plus the man-bites-dog news formula, works to 
corrupt and discourage the men who handle news. 4. Many a citizen fed up with the loud 
and prolonged bickering between the Republicans and the Democrates, began thinking 
plague-on-both-your-houses thoughts. 5. Fitch kept a hats-cleaned-by-electricity-
while-you-wait establishment, nine feet by twelve, in Third Avenue. 6. He was being 
the boss again, using the its-my-money-now-do-as-you're-told voice. 7. "All right," he 
said. "You be ready when I come at seven. None of this "wait-two-minutes-till-I-prim- 
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an-hour-or-two" kind of business, now Dele." 8. Vilified in everything from Little Red 
Riding Hood to late-night horror movies, Cannis lupus, the wolf, has traditionally 
suffered from a bad press. 9. The actors will appear in the soon-to-be-released film. 

 

6. HANDLING PHRASEOLOGICAL UNITS 

Introductory Notes 
Phraseological units are figurative set expressions often described as "idi-

oms". Such units have an important role to play in human communication. They 
produce a considerable expressive effect for, besides conveying information, they 
appeal to the reader's emotions, his aesthetic perception, his literary and cultural 
associations. Whenever the author of the source text uses an idiom, it is the transla-
tor's duty to try and reproduce it with the utmost fidelity. 

Now an idiom's semantics are a complex entity and there are five aspects of 
its meaning that will influence the translator's choice of an equivalent in the target 
language. They are the idiom's figurative meaning, its literal sense, its emotive 
character, stylistic register and national colouring. The figurative meaning is the 
basic element of the idiom's semantics. Thus,"red tape" means bureaucracy, "to 
kick the bucket" means to die, "to wash dirty linen in public" means to disclose 
one's family troubles to outsiders. The figurative meaning is inferred from the lit-
eral sense. "Red tape", "to kick the bucket", and "to wash dirty linen in public" also 
refer, respectively, to a coloured tape, an upset pail and a kind of laundering, 
though in most cases this aspect is subordinate and serves as a basis for the meta-
phorical use. 

Idioms can be positive, negative or neutral. It is clear that "to kill birds with 
one stone"is good, "to find a mare's nest"is a ludicrous mistake while "Rome was 
not built in a day" is a neutral statement of fact. They can also differ in their stylis-
tic usage: they may be bookish (to show one's true colours) or colloquial (to be a 
pain in the neck). Besides, an idiom can be nationally coloured, that is include 
some words which mark it as the product of a certain nation. For instance, "to set 
the Thames on fire" and "to carry coals to Newcastle"are unmistakably British. 

The complex character of the idiom's semantics makes its translation no easy 
matter. But there are some additional factors which complicate the task of adequate 
identification, understanding and translation of idioms. First, an idiom can be mis-
taken for a free word combination, especially if its literal sense is not "exotic" (to 
have butterflies in one's stomach) but father trivial (to measure one's length, to let 
one's hair down). Second, a SL idiom may be identical in form to a TL idiom but 
have a different figurative meaning. Thus, the English "to lead smb. by the 
nose"implies a total domination of one person by the other (cf. the Russian "водить 
за нос") and "to stretch one's legs"means to take a stroll (cf. the Russian 
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"протянуть ноги"). Third, a SL idiom can be wrongly interpreted due to its asso-
ciation with a similar, if not identical TL unit. For instance, "to pull the devil by the 
tail", that is to be in trouble, may misunderstood by the translator under the influ-
ence of the Russian idioms "держать бога за бороду" or "поймать за хвост жар-
птицу". Fourth, a wrong interpretation of a SL idiom may be caused by another SL 
idiom similar in form and different in meaning. Cf. "to make good time" and "to 
have a good time". Fifth, a SL idiom may have a broader range of application than 
its TL counterpart apparently identical in form and meaning. For instance, the Eng-
lish "to get out of hand"is equivalent to the Russian "отбиться от рук" and the 
latter is often used to translate it: 

The children got out of hand while their parents were away. 
В отсутствии родителей дети совсем отбились от рук.
But the English idiom can be used whenever somebody or something gets 

out of control while the Russian idiom has a more restricted usage: 
What caused the meeting to get out of hand? 
Почему собрание прошло так неорганизованно?
The possibility of misinterpreting an idiom in the source text calls for a great 

deal of vigilance on the part of the translator. 
There are four typical methods to handle a SL idiom in the translating proc-

ess. First, the translator can make use of a TL idiom which is identical to the SL 
idiom in all five aspects of its semantics, e.g. "to pull chestnuts out of the fire for 
smb."- таскать каштаны из огня для кого-либо.

Second, the SL idiom can be translated by a TL idiom which has the same 
figurative meaning, preserves the same emotive and stylistic characteristics but is 
based on a different image, that is, has a different literal meaning, e.g. "make hay 
while the sun shines" – куй железо, пока горячо.

Third, the SL idiom can be translated by reproducing its form word-for-
word in TL, e.g. "People who live in glass houses should not throw stones." 

- Люди, живущие в стеклянных домах, не должны бросать камни.
Fourth, instead of translating the SL idiom, the translator may try to explicate its 

figurative meaning, so as to preserve at least the main element of its semantics. 
Selecting the appropriate method of translation the translator should take 

into account the following considerations: 
1. Translating the SL idiom by an identical TL idiom is, obviously, the best 

way out. However, the list of such direct equivalents is rather limited. The transla-
tor has a good chance of finding the appropriate TL idiom if the SL idiom, is, so to 
speak, international, that is, if it originated in some other language, say Latin or 
Greek, and was later borrowed by both SL and TL. Cf. the English "Achilles' heel" 
and the Russian "Ахиллесова пята". Equivalent idioms may be borrowed in more 
recent periods, too, e.g. "the game is not worth the candle" – игра не стоит свеч 
(both borrowed from French). Even if the translator has managed to find an equiva-
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lent idiom in TL he may not be able to use it in his translation because of a differ-
ence in connotation. For example, the English "to save one's skin"can be replaced 
with the Russian "спасти свою шкуру" when its meaning is negative. But it may 
also have a positive connotation, which its Russian counterpart has not and then the 
translator will have to look for another way: 

Betty saved Tim's skin by typing his report for him. 
Бетти выручила Тима, напечатав за него доклад.
2. Whenever the translator fails to find an identical TL idiom he should start 

looking for an expression with the same figurative meaning but a different literal 
meaning. Cf. "to get out of bed on the wrong side" – встать с левой ноги. Here the 
change in the literal meaning of the idiom does not detract much from its effect. 
Two additional factors, however, should be taken into consideration. First, here 
again the translator should take care to preserve the original emotional or stylistic 
characteristics. So, the English "Jack of all trades" and the Russian "мастер на все 
руки" both refer to a person who may turn his hand to anything. However, the 
Russian idiom should not be used to translate the English one, as they are quite 
different emotionally. In English "Jack of all trades" is derogatory, for he is master 
of none", while the Russian saying implies that the man can do many different 
things well. Similarly, the English "can the leopard change his spots", which is a 
literary idiom, should not be translated by the Russian "черного кобеля не 
отмоешь до бела" which is highly colloquial, verging on the vulgar. Second, this 
method of translation should not be used if the TL idiom is distinctly nationally 
marked. As a rule the translation is presumed to represent what has been said by the 
foreign author of ST and he is not expected to use definitely Russian idioms such 
as, for instance, "ездить в Тулу со своим самоваром". 

3. A word-for-word translation of the SL idiom is not possible unless the Russian 
reader will be able to deduce its figurative meaning. Therefore a calque of the English 
idiom "a skeleton in the cupboard" will be counterproductive, while “to put the cart 
before the horse” can be well rendered as "ставить телегу впереди лошади". 

4. Obviously an explication cannot reproduce the semantics of the SL idiom 
in a satisfactory way and should be used only in the absence of a better alternative. 
Cf. "to cut off with a shilling" and "лишить наследства" or "to dine with Duke 
Humphrey" and "остаться без обеда". 

The translator's memory should be well stocked with SL and TL idioms. 
Handling idiomatic phrases he will find A. Kunin's "English-Russian Phraseologi-
cal Dictionary" (M., 1984) of great assistance. 

 
Exercises 
I. Identify all the semantic aspects of the following phraseological units. 
1. to mark time; 2. to play second fiddle; 3. to hide behind smb.'s back; 4. to 

be in the same boat; 5. to be cut of the same cloth; 6. to sit on the fence; 7. to draw 
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in one's horns; 8. to spread like wildfire; 9. to win with a small margin; 10. to make 
bones about smth.; 11. to play into smb.'s hands; 12. to show one's true colours;  
13. to twist the lion's tail; 14. to send smb. to Coventry; 15. to have some strings 
attached; 16. to turn back the clock; 17. to throw cards on the table; 18. to put one's 
weight behind smth.; 19. (to sell smth.) lock, stock and barrel; 20. (to swallow 
smth.) hook, line and sinker 

 
II. Find the Russian equivalents to the following English proverbs. 
1. A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush. 2. A burnt child dreads the 

fire. 3. A rolling stone gathers no moss. 4. Necessity is the mother of invention.  
5. Rome was not built in a day. 6. Small rain lays great dust. 7. Enough is as good 
as a feast. 8. A miss is as good as a mile. 9. It is a good horse that never stumbles. 
10. It is a long lane that has no turning. 

 
III. State what method you would choose to translate the following idioms. 
1. The fish begins to stink at the head. 2. When in Rome, do as the Romans 

do. 3. to have money to burn. 4. to give smb.the cold shoulder. 5. to set the Thames 
on fire. 6. to give away the show. 7. to ask for the moon. 8. to be at the end of one's 
rope. 9. to bet on the wrong horse. 10. A new broom sweeps clean. 11. a fly in the 
ointment. 12. good riddance to bad rubbish. 13. with fire and sword. 14. You can't 
run with the hare and hunt with the hounds. 

 
IV. Translate the phraseological units in the following sentences. 
1. British bourgeois periodicals prefer to give a wide berth to the delicate ques-

tion of American military bases in Britain. 2. Numerous examples of violence against 
workers give the lie to the assertions of the reactionary American union bosses that there 
is no class war in the United States. 3. The British economy is not out of the wood yet. 4. 
The manager was passing the time of the day with one of his secretaries. 5. Trying to 
make him change his mind is just beating your head against the wall. 6. If he has spoken 
publicy about the truth he would have gotten the axe one way or another.  
7. She gave her father a hug, and got into a cab with him, having as many fish to fry with 
him as he with her. 8. Students get it in the neck when they lose library books. 9. "Oh! 
tell us about her, Auntie,"cried Imogen; "I can just remember her. She's the skeleton in 
the family cupboard, isn't she? And they are such fun."  

 
7. HANDLING EQUIVALENT FORMS AND STRUCTURES. 

 Introductory Notes 
Every word in the text is used in a particular grammatical form and all the 

words are arranged in sentences in a particular syntactic order. Grammaticality is 
an important feature of speech units. Grammatical forms and structures, however, 
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do not only provide for the correct arrangement of words in the text, they also con-
vey some information which is part of its total contents. They reveal the semantic 
relationships between the words, clauses and sentences in the text, they can make 
prominent some part of the contents that is of particular significance for the com-
municants. The syntactic structuring of the text is an important characteristics iden-
tifying either the genre of the text or the author's style. 

Though the bulk of the information in the original text is conveyed by its 
lexical elements, the semantic role of grammatical forms and structures should not 
be overlooked by the translator. The importance of the grammatical aspects of the 
source text is often reflected in the choice of the parallel forms and structures in 
TL, as in the following example:  

The Industrial Revolution brought into being the industrial proletariat and 
with it the fight for civil and political rights, trade union organization and the right 
to vote. 

Промышленная революция вызвала к жизни промышленный пролета-
риат и вместе с ним борьбу за гражданские и политические права, тред-
юнионы и право голоса.

In many cases, however, equivalence in translation can be achieved if the 
translator does not try to mirror the grammatical forms in the source text. There are 
no permanent grammatical equivalents and the translator can choose between the 
parallel forms and various grammatical transformations. He may opt for the latter 
for there is never an absolute identity between the meaning and usage of the paral-
lel forms in SL and TL. For instance, both English and Russian verbs have their 
infinitive forms. The analogy, however, does not preclude a number of formal and 
functional differences. We may recall that the English infinitive has perfect forms, 
both active and passive, indefinite and continuous, which are absent in the respec-
tive grammatical category in Russian. The idea of priority or non-performed action 
expressed by the Perfect Infinitive is not present in the meaning of the Russian 
Infinitive and has to be rendered in translation by some other means. Cf. "The train 
seems to arrive at 5." – Поезд, видимо, приходит в 5, and "The train seems to 
have arrived at 5 " – Поезд, видимо, пришел в 5. 

A dissimilarity of the English and Russian Infinitives can be also found in 
the functions they perform in the sentence. Note should be taken, for example, of 
the Continuative Infinitive which in English denotes an action following that indi-
cated by the Predicate: 

Parliament was dissolved, not to meet again for eleven years. 
Парламент был распущен и не созывался в течении 11 лет.
Не came home to find his wife gone. 
Он вернулся домой и обнаружил, что жена ушла.
A similar difference can be observed if one compares the finite forms of the 

verb in English and in Russian. The English and the Russian verbs both have active 
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and passive forms, but in English the passive forms are more numerous and are 
more often used. As a result, the meaning of the passive verb in the source text is 
often rendered by an active verb in the translation: 

1. This port can be entered by big ships only during the tide. 
Большие корабли могут заходить в этот порт только во время прилива.

(The sentence can certainly be translated in some other way, e.g. Этот порт 
доступен для больших кораблей только во время прилива.) 

A most common example of dissimilarity between the parallel syntactic de-
vices in the two languages is the role of the word order in English and in Russian. 
Both languages use a "direct" and an "inverted" word order. But the English word 
order obeys, in most cases, the established rule of sequence: the predicate is pre-
ceded by the subject and followed by the object. This order of words is often 
changed in the Russian translation since in Russian the word order is used to show 
the communicative load of different parts of the sentence, the elements conveying 
new information (the rheme) leaning towards the end of non-emphatic sentences. 
Thus if the English sentence "My son entered the room" is intended to inform us 
who entered the room, its Russian equivalent will be "В комнату вошел мой сын"
but in case its purpose is to tell us what ray son did, the word order will be pre-
served: "Мой сын вошел в комнату". 

The predominantly fixed word order in the English sentence means that each 
case of its inversion (placing the object before the subject-predicate sequence) 
makes the object carry a great communicative load. This emphasis cannot be repro-
duced in translation by such a common device as the inverted word order in the 
Russian sentence and the translator has to use some additional words to express the 
same idea: 

 Money he had none.  
 Денег у него не было ни гроша.
The refusal to use a parallel structure in the target text may involve a change 

in the number of independent sentences by using the partitioning or the integrating 
procedures. The problems that can be solved through partitioning technique are 
varied. First of all it may come handy in dealing with the English syntactic com-
plexes which pack in two subject-predicate units, each unit making up a sentence or 
the clause in the Russian translation, e.g.:  

I want you to speak English. 
Я хочу, чтобы вы говорили по-английски.
She hates his behaving in this way. 
Ей очень не нравится, что он так себя ведет.
The partitioning of sentences in translation can also be used to overcome the 

difficulties caused by the idiomatic semantic structure of the original text, e.g.:  
This was a man to be seen to be understood. 
Чтобы понять этого человека, надо было его увидеть.
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Sometimes the translator can prefer partitioning to the other possible meth-
ods of translation, as producing a variant more suitable stylistically or emotionally. 
Consider the following examples: 

The annual surveys of the Labour government were not discussed with the 
workers at any stage, but only with the employers. 

The contrast in the last part of the sentence can be best reproduced in Rus-
sian by making a separate unit of it, e.g.: 

Ежегодные обзоры лейбористского правительства не обсуждались сре-
ди рабочих ни на каком этапе. Они обсуждались только с предприни-
мателями.

And this is how this procedure can be used to reproduce the emotional im-
plications of the original. 

 How well I recollect it, on a cold grey afternoon, with a dull sky, threaten-
ing rain. 

 Как хорошо помню я ваш приезд! Вечереет, холодно, пасмурно, хму-
рое небо грозит дождем.

The opposite procedure means integrating two or more original sentences 
into one or compressing a complex sentence into a simple one. This technique is 
also used both for structural and semantic reasons. 

Sometimes one of the sentences is grammatically too incomplete to warrant 
its separate reproduction in translation: 

It is not possible to do the work in two days. Nor is it necessary. 
Выполнить эту работу за два дня нет ни возможности, ни необходимости.
The integration procedure may be necessitated by close semantic ties be-

tween adjacent sentences: 
We did not want scenery. We wanted to have our supper and to get to bed. 

Мы не хотели красивых пейзажей – мы хотели поужинать и лечь спать. Here 
are some other examples of using these procedures: 

The two boy flew on and on towards the village speechless with horror. 
Мальчики бежали вперед и вперед по направлению к деревне. Они 

онемели от ужаса.
It should be noted that a parallel form may prove unsuitable because of its differ-

ent stylistic connotation. For instance, both English and Russian conditional clauses can 
be introduced by conjunctions or asyndetically. But the English asyndetical form is 
bookish while its Russian counterpart is predominantly colloquial. As a result, it is usu-
ally replaced in the target text by a clause with a conjunction, e.g.: 

Had the Security Council adopted the Soviet proposal, it would have been 
an important step towards the solution of the problem. 

Если бы Совет Безопасности принял советское предложение, это было 
бы важным шагом к решению проблемы.
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The translator usually finds it possible a relatively free choice among the 
possible grammatical arrangements of TT, provided the basic relationships ex-
pressed by the SL grammatical categories are intact. 

 
Exercises 
I. Translate the following sentences with the special attention to the choice 

of Russian equivalents to render the meaning of the English infinitives. 
1. The people of Romania lived in a poverty difficult to imagine. 2. The Se-

curity Council is given the power to decide when a threat to peace exists without 
waiting for the war to break out. 3. The general was a good man to keep away from. 
4. This is a nice place to live in. 5. He stopped the car for me to buy some ciga-
rettes. 6. Jack London was the best short-story writer in his country to arise after 
Edgar Рое. 7. In 1577 Drake set out on his voyage round the world, to return with 
an immense cargo on booty. 8. How different a reception awaited those workers 
who went to the centre of the city last May Day to be beaten and arrested by 
mounted policeman when they raised their banners in defense of peace. 9. Kathe-
rine had been for a walk by herself one morning, and came back to find Lenox 
grinning at her expectantly. 10. The Foreign Secretary said they were glad to have 
made such good progress at the Geneva conference last month. 

 
II. Note the way the meaning of the English passive forms is rendered in 

your translation of the following sentences. 
1. The Prime-Minister was forced to admit in the House of Commons that 

Britain had rejected the Argentine offer to negotiate the Folklands' crises. 2. The 
amendment was rejected by the majority of the Security Council. 3. He rose to 
speak and was warmly greeted by the audience. 4. The treaty is reported to have 
been ratified by all participants. 5. The general was preceded into the room by his 
daughter. 6. It was the late President Roosevelt who told the American people that 
"more than one-third of the nation is ill-clothed, ill-housed and ill-fed". 7. People 
must be met, they must be faced, talked to, smiled at. 8. The Foreign Secretary was 
questioned in the House of Commons about the attitude of the British Government 
to the sentences on Nazi war criminals. 9. When our business was attended to, our 
bags packed, and our families taken leave of, we started from Victoria Station. 

 
III. Select the appropriate word order in the Russian translations of the fol-

lowing sentences.  
1. Great strikes raged in steel, meat-packing, lumber, railroad, textiles, 

building, marine transport, coal, printing, garment-making – wherever there were 
trade unions. 2. The United States government refused to recognize the Soviet 
government until 1933; sixteen years after the revolution. 3. It was primarily be-
cause of these concessions to Negro and white labor that big capital came to hate 
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Roosevelt so ruthlessly. 4. The Dutch Navy rescued the crew of a British freighter 
which began to sink near the Dutch coast after loose cargo shifted, a Navy spokes-
man said. 5. More than 500 senior British scientists from 20 universities have 
signed a pledge boycotting research for the American Strategic Defense Initiative, 
popularly known as Star Wars. 6. Japan may seem a rich country from abroad, but 
most Japanese still feel that basic living standards are below international par. 7. 
Floating on waves thousands of miles from any city, deposited on mountains and 
remote beaches, plastic trash is one of the most annoying of modern artifacts. 8. 
The position of a black hole at the centre of our galaxy, the Milky Way, has been 
identified by measurements that can be made only once every 19 or so years. 9. 
Sugar consumption was predictably down again, by 7.5 per cent, but the traditional 
habit of tea drinking recovered slightly. 

 
IV. Employ the partitioning and integrating procedures to translate the fol-

lowing sentences into Russian. 
1. The United States reactionaries likewise cynically sabotaged cooperation 

with the USSR during World War II, in the hope that Hitler's forces would so butcher 
the Red Army as to make it virtually powerless after the war. 2. More than 2,600 local 
farmers, radical leftists and others rallied to protest against the planned expansion of 
Tokyo's international airport at Narita, but 10,000 riot police kept them away from 
airport. 3. Typhoon Peggy cast a destructive path across the northern Philippines 
recently, killing more than 40 people, flooding huge areas and leaving behind a wide 
trail of wrecked houses, crops and building before heading towards south-east China. 
4. Dr. Weinberg, the senior member of the research team that identified and cloned 
the gene, is one of the pioneers in the study of cancer genes. They are known to scien-
tists as oncogenes, and they contribute to cancer development when they are abnormal 
or abnormally activated. 5. Italian magistrates have issued warrants for the arrest of 40 
people over a huge fruit and vegetable racket they say has defrauded the EEC of up to 
33 billion lire. 6. The bloodsucking leech, which fell out of medical favor a century 
ago after a career that predated the Christian era, is back in the science laboratories as 
a result of research indicating it may have a role in treating tumors and other conditions. 
7. House prices increased by 4 percent in the third quarter of the year, the same rise as in 
the previous quarter, and giving an annual increase of 12 per cent to the end of Septem-
ber, according to the latest house price survey by the Nationwide Building Society. 

 
8. HANDLING EQUIVALENT-LACKING FORMS  

AND STRUCTURES  

Introductory Notes 
The Source language may have a number of grammatical forms and struc-

tures which have no analogues in the Target language. The occasional substitutes 
resorted to by the translator can be classified under three main headings: 
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1. Zero translations when the meaning of the grammatical unit is not ren-
dered in the translation since it is practically identical to the meaning of some other 
unit and can be safely let out. In the sentence "By that time he had already left 
Britain" – К этому времени он уже уехал из Англии, the idea of priority ex-
pressed by the Past Perfect Tense needn't be separately reproduced in TT as it is 
made superfluous by the presence of "by that time" and "already". 

2. Approximate translations when the translator makes use of a TL form 
partially equivalent to the equivalent lacking SL unit, e.g.: I saw him enter the room 
– Я видел, как он вошел в комнату. The Russian language has no complex ob-
jects of this type but the meaning of the object clause is a sufficient approximation. 

3. Transformational translation when the translator resorts to one of the 
grammatical transformations, e.g.: Your presence at the meeting is not obligatory. 
Nor is it desirable – Ваше присутствие на собрании необязательно и даже не-
желательно, (the syntactical integration). 

The English grammatical form that has no direct equivalent in Russian may 
be a part of speech, a category within a part of speech or a syntactical structure. A 
lack of equivalence in the English and Russian systems of parts of speech can be 
exemplified by the article which is part of the English grammar and is absent in 
Russian. As a rule, English articles are not translated into Russian for their meaning 
is expressed by various contextual elements and needn't be reproduced separately. 
Translating the phrase "the man who gave me the book" with the Russian "человек,
который дал мне книгу" "the translator needn't worry about the definite article 
since the situation is definite enough due to the presence of the limiting attributive 
clause. There are some cases, however, when the meaning of the article has an 
important role to play in the communication and should by all means be reproduced 
in TT. Consider the following linguistic statement: "To put it in terms of linguistics: 
a sentence is a concrete fact, the result of an actual act of speech. The sentence is 
an abstraction. So a sentence is always a unit of speech; the sentence of a definite 
language is an element of that language". It is obvious that an entity cannot be both 
a concrete fact and an abstraction. The difference between "a sentence" (любое 
отдельное предложение) and "the sentence" (предложение как понятие, тип 
предложения) should be definitely revealed in the Russian translation as well. 

Even if some grammatical category is present both in SL and in TL, its sub-
catigories may not be the same and, hence, equivalent-lacking. Both the English 
and the Russian verb have their aspect forms but there are no equivalent relation-
ships between them. Generally speaking, the Continuous forms correspond to the 
Russian imperfective aspect, while the Perfect forms are often equivalent to the 
perfective aspect. However, there are many dissimilarities. Much depends on the 
verb semantics. The Present Perfect forms of non-terminative verbs, for instance, 
usually correspond to the Russian imperfective verbs in the present tense:  
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I have lived in Moscow since 1940. 
Я живу в Москве с 1940 г.
Progressive organizations and leaders have been persecuted.
Прогрессивные организации и передовые деятели подвергаются пре-

следованиям.
The Past Indefinite forms may correspond either to the perfective or to the 

imperfective Russian forms and the choice is largely prompted by the context. Cf.: 
After supper he usually smoked in the garden.
После ужина он обычно курил в саду.
After supper he smoked a cigarette in the garden and went to bed. 
После ужина он выкурил в саду сигарету и пошел спать.
The Past Perfect forms may also be indifferent to these aspective nuances,

reffering to an action prior to some other action or a past moment. Cf.:  
I hope he had read that book. 
(а) Я надеялся, что он читал эту книгу, (б) Я надеялся, что он (уже)

прочитал эту книгу.
And, again, the broader context will enable the translator to make the cor-

rect choice. 
Of particular interest to the translator are the English syntactical (infinitival, 

participial or gerundial) complexes which have no parallels in Russian. Translating 
sentences with such complexes always involves some kind of restructuring. 

A special study should be made of the translation problems involved in han-
dling the Absolute Participle constructions. To begin with, an Absolute construc-
tion must be correctly identified by the translator. The identification problem is 
particularly complicated in the case of the "with"-structures which may coincide in 
form with the simple prepositional groups. The phrase "How can you play with 
your brother lying sick in bed" can be understood in two different ways: as an Ab-
solute construction and then its Russian equivalent will be "Как тебе не стыдно 
играть, когда твой брат лежит больной (в постели)" or as a prepositional group 
which should be translated as "Как тебе не стыдно играть с твоим больным 
братом". 

Then the translator should consider the pros and cons of the possible transla-
tion equivalents. The meaning of the Absolute Participle construction can be ren-
dered into Russian with the help of a clause, an adverbial participle 
(деепричастие) or a separate sentence. Each of these methods has its advantages 
and disadvantages. Using a clause involves the identification of the specific adver-
bial function of the construction: "Business disposed of, we went for a walk". – 
Когда (так как) с делом было покончено, мы отправились погулять. This can 
be avoided by using an adverbial participle, but then care should be taken to refer it 
to the subject: Покончив с делом, мы отправились погулять.Dangling participles 
are common in English but are usually not used in literary Russian. Cf.: "But com-
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ing from West Indies, his chances were very slim" and "Подъезжая к станции, у
меня слетела шляпа".) 

The same sentence can be rendered into Russian by two separate sentences: 
Работа с была закончена. Мы отправились погулять. This method is not infre-
quently used by the translators, whenever it suits the style of the narration. 

Specific translation problems emerge when the translator has to handle a syn-
tactical complex with a causative meaning introduced by the verb "to have" or "to 
get", such as: "I shall have him do it" or "I shall have him punished". First, the transla-
tor has to decide what Russian causative verb should be used as a substitute for the 
English " "have" or "get". Depending on the respective status of the persons involved, 
the phrase "I shall have him do it" may be rendered into Russian as "Я заставлю его 
(прикажу ему, велю ему, попрошу его и т.п.) сделать это" or even "Я добьюсь 
(позабочусь о том, устрою так и т.п.), чтобы он это сделал". Second, the translator 
must be aware that such complexes are polysemantic and may be either causative or 
non-causative. The phrase "The general had his horse killed" may refer to two differ-
ent situations. Either the horse was killed by the general's order (Генерал приказал 
убить свою лошадь) or he was killed in combat and the general was not the initiator 
of the act but the sufferer (Под ним убили лошадь). An error in the translator's 
judgment will result in a distorted translation variant. 

Many equivalent-lacking structures result from a non-causative verb used in 
the typical causative complex. Preserving its basic meaning the verb acquires an 
additional causative sense. Cf.: 

They laughed merrily. 
Они весело смеялись.
They laughed him out of the room. 
Они так смеялись над ним, что он убежал из комнаты.
In such cases the translator has to choose among different ways of express-

ing causative relationships in TL. Cf.: 
The US Administration wanted to frighten the people into accepting the 

militarization of the country. 
Администрация США стремилась запугать народ, чтобы заставить его 

согласиться на милитаризацию страны.
He talked me into joining him. Он уговорил меня присоединиться к нему.
It should be noted that such English structures are usually formed with the 

prepositions "into" and "out of as in the above examples. 
 
Exercises 

1. Identify the definite or indefinite articles in the following sentences whose 
meanings should be rendered in translation. Suggest the suitable equivalents.

1. Who is she? – She is a Mrs. Erlynn. 2. A woman was loudly complaining 
of a pain in her back. 3.1 know an old woman who can be a baby-sitter for you. 4. 
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He decided to solve this problem at a blow. 5. What is your objection to the hour? I 
think the hour is an admirable hour. 6. From 1836 until his death in 1870 Dickens 
continued to be in general estimation the English story-teller. 7. His Pecksniff could 
never have worked the wickedness of which he had just heard, but any other Peck-
sniff could; and the Pecksnif who could do that, could do anything. 8. This was a 
Guernica, a Coventry, a Lidice perpetrated in part by a British ship in the service of 
the Americans. 9. Tomorrow I will be with Essex as the Asquith he expects, a nor-
mal Asquith, an undivided, unchanged, untouched, unalterable and eccentric As-
quith who will partner him on his great mission to the Security Council. 10. He still 
wore knee breeches, and dark cotton stockings on his nether limbs, but they were 
not the breeches. The coat was wide-skirted, and in that, respect like the coat, but, 
oh, how different. 

 
II. Choose the appropriate Russian aspect forms to render the meanings of 

the verbs in bold type in the following sentences. 
1. At that time the big employers began a wild attack against the workers 

and the trade-union movement. 2. Following the war there developed an almost 
universal demand that Canada's status and relationship with Britain should be re-
defined. 3. The militants rallied the black population and their allies against the 
lynchers, legal and illegal. 4. The world fascist movement which developed so 
rapidly during the 1930's, carried an acute threat to the people's democratic liber-
ties. 5. During the middle 1930's the capitalist governments refused to rally to the 
call of the Soviet Union for the international peace-front. 6. In the Social-
Democratic parties of the Americas over many years left-wing groups of militant 
fighters had been growing up. 7. Their appeasement policy had strengthened the 
fascist beast until finally it leaped upon them. 8. Flyers report that no attempt was 
made to intercept them until they were near Braunschweig when the Germans sent 
up their fighters and put up a strong barrage. 9. This had terrified the Home Sec-
retary within an inch of his life on several occasions. 

 

III.Translate the following sentences with particular attention to the equiva-
lent-lacking syntactical complexes. 

1. The contents of the treaty have been recently published, it being no longer 
necessary to keep them secret. 2. The peaceful demonstration at the big Ford plant 
in Dearborn was broken up, with four workers killed and fifty wounded. 3. Only the 
Russian Bolsheviks opposed the war consistently with the left-wing socialists in 
many countries also offering various degrees of resistance. 4. Being remarkably 
fine and agreeable in their manners, Oliver thought them very nice girls indeed. 
 5. Bobbing and bounding upon the spring cushions, silent, swaying to each motion 
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of their chariot, old Jolyon watched them drive away under the sunlight. 6. Just as I 
got there a Negro switchman, lantern in hand, happened by. 7. That gentleman 
stepped forward, hand stretched out. 8. As the hunger marchers moved along Penn-
sylvania Avenue they were flanked by two solid rows of policemen, most of them 
club in hand. 9. They walked without hats for long hours in the Gardens attached to 
their house, books in their hands, a fox-terrier at their heels, never saying a word 
and smoking all the time. 10. We sped northward with the high Rocky Mountains 
peaks far off to the West. 

 
IV. State how the meaning of the causative structures in the following sentences 

should be rendered into Russian. Explain your choice of the translation method. 
 1. We had two enemy agents arrested, whose role was to create panic by 

spreading false rumours about the approach of the Germans. 2. In World War II 
Great Britain lost about 350,000 killed and missing and had her towns and factories 
blitzed. 3. A very strange thing happend to him a year or two ago. You ought to 
have him tell you about it. 4. I can't get him to realize that in this case the game is 
not worth the candle. 5. These speeches were designed to obscure the issue by 
inflaming public opinion and stampeding Congress into repressive action. 6. The 
General Executive cannot give his mind to every detail of factory management, but 
he can get the things done. 7. No suitable opportunity offering, he was dragooned 
by family and friends into an assistant-professorship at Harvard. 8. The Tory gov-
ernment would have the British people believe that the US missiles would 
strengthen the country's security. 9. The fear of lightning is a particulary distressing 
infirmity for the reason that it takes the sand out of a person to an extent which no 
other fear can, and it can't be shamed out of a person. 

 

9. HANDLING MODAL FORMS 

Introductory Notes 
Modality is a semantic category indicating the degree of factuality that the 

speaker ascribes to his message. A message can be presented by its author as a 
statement of facts, a request or an order, or something that is obligatory, possible or 
probable but not an established fact. Modal relationships make up an important part 
of the information conveyed in the message. There is a world of difference between 
asserting that something is and suggesting that it should be or might be. 

Obviously a translation cannot be correct unless it has the same modality as the 
source text. The translator must be able to understand various modal relationships ex-
pressed by different means in SL and to choose the appropriate means in TL. 

English makes use of three types of language units to express modal rela-
tionships: modal verbs, modal words and word groups, and mood forms. 
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Modal verbs are widely used in English to express various kinds of modal-
ity. The translator should be aware of the fact that an English modal verb can be 
found in some phrases the Russian equivalents of which have no particular modal 
forms. Compare the following sentences with their Russian translations: 

She can speak and write English. 
Она говорит и пишет по-английски.
I can see the English coast already. 
Я уже вижу берег Англии.
Why should you say it? 
Почему ты так говоришь?
There is no direct correspondence between the English and the Russian mo-

dal verbs and the translator should choose the appropriate word which fits the par-
ticular context. The meaning of the verb "should", for example, in the sentence 
"You should go and see him" may be rendered in various circumstances by one of 
the Russian verbs expressing obligation: (а) Вы должны навестить его. (Ь) Вам 
необходимо навестить его. (с) Вам следует навестить его. (d) Вам следовало 
бы навестить его, and so on. For the same reason the modal meaning expressed by 
the confrontation of the two modal verbs in the English original may be rendered 
into Russian not by two modal verbs but by sorae.other modal forms:

‘Were you really in earnest when you said that you could love a man of 
lowly position? – Indeed I was. But I said "might". 

- Вы на самом деле не шутили, когда сказали, что могли бы полюбить че-
ловека небогатого? – Конечно нет.Но ведь я сказала "может быть, смогла бы". 

"It may rain today," he said. His companion looked at the sky. "Well, it 
might," she said. 

- Сегодня может быть дождь, – сказал он. Его спутница подняла голо-
ву и посмотрела на небо. – Вряд ли, – ответила она.

Most English modal verbs are polysemantic. So "must" can express obliga-
tion or a high degree of probability. "May" implies either probability or moral 
possibility (permission). "Can" denotes physical or moral possibility, etc. Compare 
the following sentences with their Russian translations: 

You must go there at once. 
Вы должны тотчас же пойти туда.
You must be very tired. 
Вы, должно быть, очень устали.
Не may know what has happened. 
Может быть, он знает что произошло.
He may come in now.  
Теперь он может (ему можно) войти.
I сan not do the work alone.  
Я не могу(не в состоянии) один сделать эту работу . 
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I can not leave the child alone. 
Я не могу (мне нельзя) оставить ребенка одного.
But when a modal verb is used with a Perfect Infinitive form, it loses, as a 

rule, its polysemantic character. Thus “must have been” always implies certainty, 
“may have been”, probability, while can’t have been”, improbability. It should also 
be noted that the Perfect Infinitive may indicate either a prior action (after “must”, 
“may”, “cannot”) or an action that has not taken place (after “should”, “ought to”, 
“could”, “to be to”).Cf.: 

 He must have told her about it yesterday. 
Должно быть, он сказал ей об этом вчера.
He should have told her about it yesterday. 
Он должен был (ему следовало) сказать ей об этом вчера.
Special attention should be given to the form “might have been” where the 

Perfect Infinitive can have three different meanings: a prior action, an action that 
has not taken place and an imaginable action might have spoken too strongly. 

 Возможно, я был слишком резок.
You might have done it yourself. 
Вы могли бы это сделать сами.
To hear him tell his stories he might have won the war alone. 
Если послушать его рассказы , можно подумать, что он один выиграл войну.
Among other means of expressing modality mention should be made of par-

enthetical modal words: “certainly”, “apparently”, “presumably”, “allegedly”, 
“surely”, “of course”, “in fact”, “indeed”, “reportedly” and the like, as well all as 
similar predicative structures: “it is reported”, “it is presumed”, “it is alleged”, etc. 
They may all express various shades of modal relationships and the translator can-
not be too careful in selecting the appropriate Russian equivalents. For in-
stance,”indeed” may be rendered as “ более того, поистине, фактически” и т.п., 
“in fact” –“на самом деле, более того, словом” и т.п.

He was never a useful assistant to me. Indeed he was rather a nuisance. 
Он никогда не был мне хорошим помощником. Более того, он скорее 

даже мне мешал.
Slowly, surely as a magnet draws he was being drawn to the shore.  

 Медленно и верно, как будто магнитом, его тянуло к берегу.
The English mood forms give relatively little trouble to the translator since 

he can, as a rule, make use of the similar moods in Russian. Note should be taken, 
however, of those forms of the English Subjunctive (the Conjunctive) which are 
purely structural and express no modal meanings that should be reproduced in 
translation: 

It is important that everyone should do his duty. 
Важно, чтобы каждый выполнил свой долг.
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I suggest that we all should go home. 
Я предлагаю всем пойти домой!
While handling modal forms the translator should not forget that while the English 

language has practically no modal particles, the Russian language has. Whenever necessary, 
Russian particles (ведь, хоть, мол, де, дескать и др.) should be used to express modality 
which is expressed in the source text by other means or only implied:  

After us the deluge. 
После нас хоть потоп.
Не was in wild spirits, shouting that you might dissuade him for twenty-four hours. 
Он пришел в неистовство и кричал, что вы можете его разубеждать 

хоть круглые сутки.

Exercises
I. Analyse the modal verbs in the following sentences and indicate the modal 

meanings they have. 
1. This fatal policy must be reversed if we are to regain our freedom. 2. If she 

wanted to keep things from him, she must, he could not spy on her. 3. There is a painting 
by Surikov. In this picture we can see Suvorov crossing the Alps. 4. The exact and im-
mediate cause of this letter cannot, of course, be told, though it is not improbable that 
Bosinney may have been moved by some sudden revolt against his position towards 
Soames. 5. At nineteen he was a limber, freckled youth with a wide mouth, light eyes, 
long dark lashes, a rather charming smile, considerable knowledge of what he should not 
know, and no experience of what he ought to know. 6. I am afraid, I'll have to leave 
earlier today. 7. Come, now, that's good, sir – that's very good. Your uncle will have his 
joke. 8. One has only to read the business journals of Wall Street – to see the real origin 
of the arms race. 9. Under the pressure of the US Ambassador in Paris the President of 
France abandoned his intention of seeing Charlie Chaplin's picture. We cannot say how 
he felt about the matter, but I have yet to meet a single Frenchman who did not see in this 
an insult to his own national dignity. 

 
II. Interpret the meaning of the modal forms in bold type and suggest their 

Russian equivalents. 
1. In his opinion the two superpowers should have made more progress at 

the Geneva talks. 2. "You couldn't have tried so very hard", said Carrie. 3. But for 
the sweetness of family gossip, it must indeed have been lonely there. 4. The lamp 
lit her face and she tended the long pipe, bent above it with the serious attention she 
might have given to a child. 5. Phuong lit the gas stove and began to boil the water 
for tea. it might have been six months ago. 6. It was a strange situation, and very 
different from any romantic picture which his fancy might have painted. 7. "We'll 
take it to my den." – "Why, of course! Might have thought of that before." 8. 
Entering the church he looked like a childlike man... His feet scarcely wakened the 
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slightest sound. He might have been trying to steal in unobserved in the middle of 
a sermon. 9. Physically he looked like his parents -in every other respect, he might 
have dropped from the moon for all resemblance he had to them. 

 
III. Translate the following taking special care to render the meanings of 

modal words. 
1. The workers demand a radical change in foreign policy, and this demand 

they address not only to their MP's, but above all to the British government. 2. The 
British realities put the problem of foreign policy before the British people, and the 
working class above all, in a sharper way than ever before. 3. In telling what I saw 
and heard on this trip I'll let as many Soviet people speak for themselves. And 
above all, in this series of articles the facts will speak for themselves. 4. When Italy 
invaded and annexed Ethiopia she was " not checked by the League of Nations. In 
fact, England gave us a reason for refusing to act in behalf of Ethiopia that it was 
not "sufficiently advanced to enter the League". 5. Just over a year before a boycott 
of public transport in Barcelona hit the world's headlines as indeed it would, show-
ing that the Spanish people are prepared to act in defense of their rights. 6. This 
Tory in fact proposed that England should make plans for either eventuality – for 
the defeat of the USSR and for the Soviet victory over Hitler. 7. That democracy 
will eventually grow far beyond its present limitations – indeed, that men will one 
day look back on this era and wonder how we could even think we had democracy 
– is, I think, certain. 8. George looked delighted. Of all his relations it was this little 
toad alone whom he at all tolerated. Indeed, he made a favourite of him. 9. I want 
to remind you of our curious – indeed our precarious – position. 10. The President 
had allegedly done his best to get the treaty signed. 

 
IV. What modal meanings are expressed by the mood forms in the following 

sentences? Where should they be reproduced in translation and in what way? 
 1. Glancing at her husband, she found no help from him, and as abruptly as 

if it were a matter of no importance, she threw up the sponge. 2. "She's your child. 
I'm not the person to stand in your way. I think if it were my child I'd rather see 
her." 3. Should a significant amount of oil be found beneath any of Paris' monu-
ments, officials say, it would simply be pumped out from a distance. 4. I really 
don't see why you should make such a fuss about one picture. 5. It was a long time 
before takeoff, and there seemed no reason why I should not step back to collect 
the missing material. I knew there would be a row if it was left behind. 6. She was 
by now intensely anxious that the boy should speak openly and tell her everything. 
7. It is unthinkable that our sons and daughters, our grandchildren should live to see 
the horrors of the concentration camps. 8. I had telephoned Margaret that morning 
insisting that we should meet and talk it out, and she had given way. 
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